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Overview
24online, has been developed and engineered to cater the advanced needs of different types of hotspots all over the globe.
24online hotspot solution offers swift and cost effective hotspot roll-out with full control over network access, dynamic internet
plans, and advanced services like Wireless Internet. 24online very well understands necessities and challenges of current hotspots
segments where multiple vendor support becomes difficult task for single as well as multiple hotspots. 24online brings the complete
range of solutions which supports varied network platforms like Wired & Wi-Fi for single & multi-location support. 24online Hotspot
Solution is an ideal solution for cafes, restaurants, university campuses, hostels, public libraries, small offices, and airports.

Smooth Operations
Simplifies and reduces
operation costs to
increase ROI by ensuring
smooth operations in
multiple franchisee scenario

Key Bene ts

Easy-to-Setup
One can easily
setup and configure
the system with
minimal effort.

Plug-n-Play Solution
Enabling customer to
setup and configure the
system near zero days

User Friendly GUI
24online graphical
interface makes it
easy to use both
for service providers
and subscribers.

Customer Experience
Rational distribution of
bandwidth, protection
from flooding attacks
minimizing downtime
ensuring higher service
quality.

Solution Deployments
Single and Multi-Location Hotspot
Hotspot
ACCESS
CONTROLLER

24online Hotspot Internet Management solution offers highly flexible
and scalable solution for single and chain of hotspots of any size and
type. 24online offers centralized service control, bandwidth
management, billing, captive portal capabilities ensuring secured
network access. Package management facilities help in identifying
usage patterns through extensive reports and customizing hourly and
days based plans accordingly.

Single and Multi-Location Airports

Internet

Airport
ACCESS
CONTROLLER

24online Billing and Bandwidth Manager Solution for Airports, help
you with comprehensive bandwidth shaping, access control, revenue
generating services etc. all-in-one solution for your airport. It ensures
your network is accessed by only authenticated traffic using captive
portal solution. Deploy and manage in single or multi-airport locations
with centralized billing or bandwidth management in any network like
Wi-Fi, Wired, DSL/ADSL etc.

Single and Multi-Location Shopping Malls
24online enables shopping malls to provide regulated access to users
in the mall across the property. 24online ensures that the shopping
mall network is available only for authenticated users to access the
internet and avoid malicious login. 24online also offers the freedom to
easily jump from Wi-Fi network to wired network without logging using
its login-once feature.

Single and Multi-Location Hospitals
Hospital

Shopping Mall

ACCESS
CONTROLLER

ACCESS
CONTROLLER

24online offers highly flexible and scalable solution for single and
chain of hospitals in different sizes. 24online offers centralized service
control, bandwidth management, billing, captive portal capabilities
ensuring secured network access. Access management through
customized mobile functionalities helps in identifying usage patterns
through extensive reports and customizing usage plans accordingly.

Features

*Add-on Modules

3rd Party Integration
24online RADIUS is well integrated with MikroTik and 3rd party NAS / Access Gateway as well
as 3rd party WIFI Access Point / Wireless Controller

BRAS/BNG/ DPI/ Access Gateway / NAS

WIFI Access Point/ Wireless Controller
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HIA Series

Sr. No

Hardware
Model

Data Throughput
(Standalone-Mbps)

Data Throughput
(NAS Mode-Mbps)

Concurrent Users
(Standalone-No.)

Concurrent
Users (NAS-No.)

Concurrent Users
(RADIUS-No.)

1

200iX

150-200

200-250

200-300

300-350

500-550

2

500iX

200-300

250-350

500-550

600-650

1000-1100

3

1000iX

500-550

600-650

1200-1500

2000

3000

4

1500iX

1200-1500

1800-2000

2000-2500

2800-3500

9000

5

2500iX

2000-2400

2800-3000

4000-4500

5000-5500

15000

6

5000iX

4000-5000

5000-5500

7000-8000

9000-10000

40000

7

10000iX

6000

6500

15000

15000

50000

Clientele

Kenya Airport Authority
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24online is a leading internet access management and network
management solution that offers wide range of internet access control and
management solutions that enables ISPs, Hotels, Hotspots, Airports,
Educational Institutes, Smart Cities, etc. to simplify their internet network.
24online addresses the challenges of customer acquisition, secured service
provisioning, internet billing, monetization via internet services and revenue
management. The solution has vast experience in catering to varied network
like Wired, Wi-Fi, Cloud, VSAT and LTE. With more than a decade of
experience, we offer the world class solutions in the most cost-effective way.
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